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A general and very simple strategy for achieving clean spin- magnetic fields by applying the well-known TROSY appro
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state-selective excitation with full sensitivity in carbon-selective
gradient-enhanced 1D HMQC and HSQC pulse schemes is pre-
sented. The incorporation of an additional hard 90° 13C pulse
pplied along a specific orthogonal axis just prior to acquisition
nto the conventional sequences allows us to select a simultaneous
oherence transfer pathway which usually is not detected. The
uperimposition of this resulting antiphase magnetization to the
onventional in-phase magnetization gives the exclusive excitation
f the directly attached proton showing only the a or b spin state
f the passive 13C nucleus. The propagation of this particular spin

state to other protons can be accomplished by adding any homo-
nuclear mixing process just after this supplementary pulse. Such
an approach affords a suite of powerful selective 1D 13C-edited
NMR experiments which are helpful for resonance assignment
purposes in overcrowded proton spin systems and also for the
accurate determination of the magnitude and sign of long-range
proton–carbon coupling constants in CH spin sytems for samples
at natural abundance. Such measurements are performed by mea-
suring the relative displacement of relayed signals in the corre-
sponding a and b 1D subspectra. © 2001 Academic Press

Key Words: NMR; spin-state-selective excitation; long-range
roton–carbon coupling constants; selective experiments; pulsed
eld gradients.

INTRODUCTION

Spin-state-selective (S3) pulse schemes that manipulate
coherences exclusively belonging to thea or b state of a
particular coupling pattern have been successfully applie
biomolecular NMR. For instance, coupling constants ca
measured with high accuracy from multidimensional N
experiments based on the generation of two separate subs
with each displaying only one multiplet component of a d
blet. Applications have been reported for the determinatio
homonuclear (1–3), heteronuclear (1, 4), through-hydrogen

ond (5, 6), and residual dipolar (7–10) coupling constants. O
he other hand, the selection of the slowest relaxing compo
f a multiplet improves the sensitivity and resolution of m

idimensional NMR experiments of large biomolecules in h
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11). Other applications of the S3 principle have been demo-
trated for the suppression of diagonal peaks in multidim
ional spectra (12, 13) or the sensitivity improvemen
chieved in INADEQUATE experiments (14).
Selective S3 excitation has been also achieved in carb

selective 1D inverse experiments by applying an specifi
lective carbon pulse on a particular satellite line or a pr
combination of delay and offset settings. Such an approac
been applied to measure precise long-range proton–c
coupling constants for samples at natural abundance (15–21)

y appending a TOCSY transfer step after achieving th
ective S3 excitation and recording two separate 1D subspe
one for thea state and one for theb state. Thus, couplin
constants even smaller than the linewidth can be direclty
sured by comparing the relative displacement of the
TOCSY multiplets.

In this work we show that a very simple modification
the previously reported gradient-enhanced 1D HMQC
HSQC pulse sequences (22–27) achieves clean selective3

excitation without needing to apply extra selective pulse
considering appropiate delays and offset settings. The
posed idea is based in the original works of Sorensenet al.
1) and Rosset al. (28). The incorporation of a single ha

90° 13C pulse (referred to as the S3 pulse) applied from
specific orthogonal axis just prior to acquisition selec
simultaneous coherence transfer pathway (CTP) which
ally is not detected. The superimposition of this resul
antiphase magnetization to the conventional in-phase
netization gives the exclusive excitation of the dire
attached proton showing only thea or b spin state of th
passive13C nucleus with full sensitivity. In fact, this a-

roach is a reduced version of the well-known PEP m
dology (29) in which the second retro-INEPT (25) is

imited to a single carbon pulse. The extension of this sim
trategy to analogs pseudo-3D experiments allows th
urate determination of long-range proton– carbon coup
onstants on protonated carbons by directly measurin
isplacement of signals in the corresponding two 1D
pectra.



RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
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79SPIN-STATE-SELECTIVE EXCITATION IN SELECTIVE 1D EXPERIMENTS
The basic pulse schemes of carbon-selective 1Da/b-HMQC
nda/b-HSQC experiments are despicted in Fig. 1, in wh

the only novelty with respect to the original sequences is
inclusion of the mentioned S3 pulse with phasef.

As predicted theoretically, both pulse sequences offer
lar experimental sensitivity ratios and they are easily anal
nd understood in terms of shift product operators (30),

I 6 5 I x 6 iI y, [1]

in which I 1 corresponds to a coherence orderp 5 11,
whereasI 2 corresponds to a coherence orderp 5 21. The 90°
and 180° pulse effects and the evolution underJ coupling are
the only basic transformations to consider. Otherwhise, c
ical shift evolution can be neglected because offsets are s
the selected resonances during all experiments. The c
point of the strategy described in this work relies on the e
of a 90°S pulse applied along an axisf on a mixture of DQC
and ZQC as shown in Eqs. [2a–2c].

FIG. 1. Selective gradient-enhanced carbon-selective 1D (a)a/b-HMQC
and (b)a/b-HSQC pulse schemes. Hard 90° and 180° pulses are indica
ertical narrow and wide black bars. A selective 90° carbon pulse is indi
y a shaded shape. Proton decoupling during the selective carbon p
chieved by applying a simultaneous 3-kHz continuous wave (CW) perio
ulses are applied from thex axis unless otherwise indicated. A minim

wo-step phase cycle was applied in which the selective carbon 90° pul
he receiver are inverted on alternate scans. The interpulse delay,D, is
ptimized to1/(2*1JCH). Gradients of duration (d) of 1 ms, with a recover

ime of 100 ms and maximum strength of 50 G/cm, are also indicate
shaded shapes on the lineGz. Proton and carbon offsets are set on reson
of the selected proton and carbon signals through all experiments. See
discussion about the phasef and gradient ratios.
h
e
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d
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I 1~S1 1 S2!O¡ I 1~S1 1 S2! [2a]

I 1~S1 1 S2!O¡

90Y
S

2I 1Sz [2b]

I 1~S1 1 S2!O¡

902Y
S

22I 1Sz [2c]

Spin-selective states are defined using single-transition o
tors (I 2Sa and I 2Sb) which are best described as the sum
difference of in-phase and antiphase magnetization.

I 2Sa 5 I 2 1 2I 2Sz [3a]

I 2Sb 5 I 2 2 2I 2Sz [3b]

Analyzing both sequences of Fig. 1, the following coh
ences are present just before the S3 pulse:

2i

4
~I 1 1 I 1S1 1 I 1S2!. [4]

he first term stands for conventional in-phase magnetiz
hereas the second and third terms represent DQ an
oherences, respectively. These multiple-quantum coher
MQC) are usually not observed but can be converte
etectable magnetization by applying the PEP methodolog
ther words by repeating the same spin manipulation but
n orthogonal axis (29). Considering Eqs. [2a–2c], the sim
hoice of the phasef of this additional S3 pulse allows us t

obtain the conventional large in-phase doublet due to1JCH if it
is applied along thex axis,

O¡

90X
S 2 d 2 180X

I 2 d 2i

4
I 2, [5a]

or the correspondinga or b multiplet component if it is applie
from they or 2y axis, respectively,

O¡

90Y
S 2 d 2 180X

I 2 d 2i

4
~I 2 1 2I 2Sz! 5

2i

4
I 2Sa

[5b]

O¡

902Y
S 2 d 2 180X

I 2 d 2i

4
~I 2 2 2I 2Sz! 5

2i

4
I 2Sb.

[5c]

Other interesting advantages of the proposed experim
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80 PARELLA AND BELLOC
extra selective pulses or changing offsets during the sequ
there are no special data processing requirements, and
mum sensitivity with high spectral quality is always obtai
under standard conditions.

a/b-HMQC EXPERIMENT

The first approach is a simple modification of the selec
ge-1D HMQC experiment (21–23), in which the first 9013C
pulse is applied selectively on the target carbon (Fig. 1a).
this pulse, MQCs are labeled with two dephasing grad
inserted into a heteronuclear spin echo in order to avoid p
and carbon chemical shifts evolution. These MQCs are r
sented as

i

2
~I 1 1 I 2!~S1 2 S2!. [6]

The general equation for gradient refocusing in this ex
ment can be written as

~4p1,H 1 p1,C!G1 1 ~4p2,H 1 p2,C!G2 2 4G3 5 0, [7]

here pi , j define the selected coherence orderp during the
radienti and for the nucleusj . Several gradient ratios can
hosen depending on whether DQC or ZQC are retained d
he defocusingG1 andG2 gradients (Table 1).

In the following, we assume that the following pathwa
selected by a22:2:5 gradient ratio although all other optio

ive the same final results.

2i

2
I 2S2O¡

180X
I /180X

S
2i

2
I 1S1. [8]

A hard 90x
13C pulse generates antiphase SQ proton co

ences which evolve during a freeD evolution period in orde
o obtain the conventional in-phase proton magnetiza

TABLE 1
Gradient Ratios to Achieve Coherence Selection

in a/b-HMQC-like Experiments

G1:G2:G3 ratio CTP selected duringG1 CTP selected duringG2

2:22:5 I1S1 I2S2

22:2:5 I2S2 I1S1

2:22:3 I1S2 I2S1

22:2:3 I2S1 I1S2
ce,
xi-

e

er
ts
on
e-

i-

ng

r-

n.

However, other undetectable terms are presents in this po
described in Eq. [4]. Thus, the application of another 90°13C
pulse (the S3 pulse) can convert the remaining MQCs
antiphase proton magnetization whereas the above men
in-phase proton magnetization would remain unaffected
Eqs. [5a–5c]). In any case, a final refocusingG3 gradient mus
be inserted into a spin-echo period in order to refocus onl
desired proton magnetization which must be detected wi
13C decoupling. The result is a clean 1D proton spectrum
displaying one or both13C satellites due to1JCH of the chose
carbon signal where the central and strong1H–12C signal and
other artifacts are efficiently suppressed by the effect o
gradients. Figure 2 shows the experimental results obt
after selectively pulsing the C-12 resonance of strychnin1.
Clean in-phase excitation is achieved by setting the phasef of
the S3 pulse tox (Fig. 2c). In this case, a sensitivity decre
by a factor of 2 is achieved at the expense of improved qu
when compared to an analog phase-cycle experiment (Fig
because only a single CTP is selected. Of course, the
result is obtained if the S3 pulse is omitted.

On the other hand,a or b spin states are exclusively selec
by settingf to y or 2y, respectively, and the sensitivity of t
experiment is improved by a factor of 2 by the coadditio
the two contributed CTPs (Figs. 2d and 2e).

a/b-HSQC EXPERIMENT

The same modification described above can be also appli
the regular HSQC pulse train (21–23), as shown in Fig. 2b. In fac
his sequence can be regarded as a carbon-selective versio
xperiment described in Ref. (28). During the defocusing grad
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81SPIN-STATE-SELECTIVE EXCITATION IN SELECTIVE 1D EXPERIMENTS
ents, antiphase carbon magnetization is present in the form

2I z~S
1 2 S2!. [9]

FIG. 2. The 500.13 MHz1H spectra of strychnine in CDCl3. (a) Conven
400-ms recovery delay to minimize unwanted1H–12C magnetization (31); (c–
f 5 x, y, 2y, respectively. All spectra have been recorded in a AVA
incorporating aZ-gradient coil. The following experimental conditions we
two dummy scans, and a 12-ms selective 90° carbon pulse with a gaus
is displayed for each spectrum.
In this case, the refocusing condition is fullfilled when

G1p1,C 1 G2p2,C 2 4G3 5 0. [10]

al; (b) phase-cycled selective 1D HMQC using a BIRD cluster followed
elective ge-1Da/b-HMQC acquired with the pulse sequence of Fig. 1a u
E 500 Bruker spectrometer equipped with a triple-resonance inverse
pplied: relaxation delay of 1 s, interpulse delay ofD 5 3.3 ms, 16 transients wi
shape applied on the C-12 carbon resonance. The experimental signaatio
tion
e) s
NC
re a
sian
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82 PARELLA AND BELLOC
Two equivalent options for coherence selection are pos
(Table 2). Assuming that the following CTP is selected,

2I zS
1O¡

180X
S

2I zS
2, [11]

a behavior similar to that described for thea/b-HMQC exper
iment is obtained when simultaneous 90° pulses are appl
both nuclei. Thus, in addition to the conventional antiph
proton magnetization, MQCs are also created although the
not detected under standard conditions.

2I zS
2O¡

90X
I /90X

S
2i

4
~I 2S1 1 I 2S2 1 2iSzI

2!

O¡

D/ 2 2 180X
I ,S 2 D/ 2 2i

4
~I 1S2 1 I 1S1 1 I 1!

[12]

As found for the HMQC counterpart, the phasef of the S3

pulse offers the three possiblities described in Eqs. [5a
Figures 5b–5d show thea/b-HSQC spectra after select the
resonance. Although the same sensitivity ratios may be
tained using both HMQC and HSQC sequences, we
experimentally found that the HMQC experiment off
slightly improved sensitivity, possibly due to fewer pul
involved and, therefore, the experiment should be more t
ant to pulse miscalibrations and imperfections.

a/b-PSEUDO-3D EXPERIMENTS

The in-phase character of the detected signal with resp
all homonuclear proton–proton couplings in botha/b-HMQC

nda/b-HSQC schemes becomes suitable for introducing
omonuclear mixing process, just between the S3 pulse and th

last spin-echo period (Fig. 3). In other words, the sim
incorporation of the S3 pulse in all pseudo-3D pulse sequen
eported in Ref. (24) affords a suite of interesting NMR me

odologies for the measurement of long-range proton–ca
coupling constants for samples at natural abundance.

Gradient Ratios to Achieve Coherence Selection
in a/b-HSQC-like Experiments

G1:G2:G3 ratio CTP selected duringG1 CTP selected duringG2

2:22:1 IzS
1 I zS

2

22:2:1 IzS
2 I zS

1

le
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sequences for resonance assignment purposes. In addi
the use of the already proposed TOCSY transfer, such
surements could be also succesfully performed using CO
type and NOE-based building blocks as homonuclear m
processes. An important point to mention is that all experim
tal aspects described above for thea/b-HMQC anda/b-HSQC
experiments, such as parameter settings, gradient ratios,
effect of the phasef of the S3 pulse remain exactly the sam
and, therefore, such experiments can be defined for ge
use.

FIG. 3. General schemes for selective gradient-enhanced carbon-se
1D (a)a/b-HMQC-COSY, (b)a/b-HMQC-RELAY, (c) a/b-HMQC-TOCSY
(or alsoa/b-HMQC-ROESY), and (d)a/b-HMQC-NOESY experiments. Th
t andt9 delays are optimized as a function ofJHH. A 8-kHz MLEV-16 pulse
rain was used as a spin-lock for TOCSY transfer and a 3-kHz CW puls
OESY transfer in sequence c. All other details are as described in the

o Fig. 1.
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83SPIN-STATE-SELECTIVE EXCITATION IN SELECTIVE 1D EXPERIMENTS
Figure 3a shows the correspondinga/b-HMQC-COSY
ulse sequence in which a delay (t)–90y(

1H) block has bee
nserted just after the S3 pulse. The result is a typical13C-
selective-edited COSY spectrum in which 1D COSY pe
appear, showing the characteristic antiphase pattern wi
spect to the active homonuclear coupling with the dire
attached proton (Figs. 4b and 4c). As an additional featur
COSY signals have also encoded a particular spin state
target carbon nucleus as a function of the chosenf value. Fo

FIG. 4. (b–c)a/b-HMQC-COSY spectra after selectively pulsing on
for each spectrum using a COSY interpulse delay (t) of 50 ms. All of the oth
of COSY multiplets.
s
re-
y
all
he

instance, in the case off 5 y the transfer mechanism can
ummarized as

I 1
1SaO¡

t
2I 1

1I 2zS
aO¡

90y
I

2I 1zI 2
1SaO¡

d 2 180X
I 2 d

2I 1zI 2
2Sa. [13]

C-12 resonance. A total of 128 scans have been recorded with two dum
xperimental parameters are as described in the legend to Fig. 2. (d) Ex
the
er e
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84 PARELLA AND BELLOC
The relative displacement between thea- and b-relayed
ignals in the two separate 1D spectra affords the excl
easurement of the corresponding two-bond proton–ca

oupling constants (Fig. 4d). Furthermore, the sense o
isplacement is an indication of the sign of the meas
oupling constant. Thus, positive values are due to disp

FIG. 5. a/b-HSQC-type spectra after selectively pulsing on the C-4 re
a phasef 5 x, y, and2y, respectively. The interpulse delay (D) was set to
total of 128 scans have been recorded with two dummy scans for each

total of 512 scans have been recorded with two dummy scans for eac
ve
on
is
d
e-

ment in the same sense as the large one-bond cou
whereas opposite sense is found for negative values. Not
the antiphase character of COSY signals is not a disturb
for such a measurement. Similar results are also obtained
the relateda/b-HSQC-COSY spectra, as shown in Figs. 5e
5f.

nance. (b–d)a/b-HSQC spectra recorded using the pulse sequence of Fig. 1b
ms. (e–f)a/b-HSQC-COSY spectra using an interpulse delay (t) of 50 ms. A
ctrum. (g–h) One-stepa/b-HSQC-RELAY spectra usingt 5 50 ms andt9 5 60 ms
pectrum. All other experimental parameters are as described in the leg.
so
3

spe
h s
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85SPIN-STATE-SELECTIVE EXCITATION IN SELECTIVE 1D EXPERIMENTS
In a similar way, multiple RELAY steps could be add
by concatenating additional COSY blocks. Thus, one-
a/b-HMQC-RELAY (Fig. 3b) anda/b-HSQC-RELAY ex-
periments would afford three-bond proton– carbon coup
constants. For instance, Figs. 5g and 5h show how
a/b-HSQC-RELAY spectra, after selectively pulsing
C-4 aromatic carbon, allow the unambiguous measure
of the value and the sign of the3J(C4 –H2) coupling con
stant.

However, an in-phase TOCSY-like transfer can be m

FIG. 6. (b–c) a/b-HMQC spectra after selectively pulsing on the C-1
pectra with a 50-ms mixing time using the scheme of Fig. 2c. The inte
ummy scans for each spectrum. Other experimental parameters are a
p

g
e

nt

st

suitable for transferring magnetization viaJ. Figure 3c show
the equivalenta/b-HMQC-TOCSY pulse sequence in whic
MLEV-16 isotropic mixing sequence is appended after th3

pulse. Figure 6 shows the clean spectra obtained after ap
on the C-14 resonance and Fig. 7 shows the correspo
multiplet expansions. Equivalent results are obtained usin
a/b-HSQC-TOCSY experiment, as demonstrated for the
resonance in Fig. 8. In this case even the small four-
coupling constant between C-4 and H-1 is measured with
accuracy from the in-phase multiplets.

esonance, using a phasef 5 y and2y, respectively. (d–e)a/b-HMQC-TOCSY
lse delay (D) was set to 3.6 ms. A total of 256 scans have been recorded wit
escribed in Fig. 2.
4 r
rpu
s d
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86 PARELLA AND BELLOC
I 1
1SaO¡ I 2

1SaO¡ I 2
2Sa [14]

It should also be possible to design new approache
measuring proton–carbon coupling constants in systems w
propagation via homonuclearJ coupling constants is not ef
cient by using a ROESY (Fig. 3c) or NOESY (Fig. 3d) build
block. The resulting experiment could be also used to me
such coupling values in HCXC spin systems whereX should be
a quaternary carbon or a heteronucleus, such as oxyg
nitrogen, as those found through glycosidic linkages in p
saccharides or nucleotides. However, the use of long m
times in such experiments would afford undesired signal lo
basically due to diffusion effects.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

In conclusion, a straightforward way to achieve clea3

excitation forIS spin systems in selective 1D inverse exp
ments without needing to include extra requirements for

t under the same conditions as described in legend to Fig. 5. The TOCSY
FIG. 7. Expansions of spectra d and e of Fig. 6.
FIG. 8. Expansion of the aromatic part of thea/b-HSQC-TOCSY experimen
time was set to 65 ms.
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87SPIN-STATE-SELECTIVE EXCITATION IN SELECTIVE 1D EXPERIMENTS
experiments has been described. Measurement of long-
proton–carbon coupling constants even smaller than the
width with high precission has been carried out with simpli
for samples at natural abundance using different p
schemes. Simultaneous extraction of the magnitude an
sign of these coupling constants is performed by direct ana
of multiplet displacements in 1D spectra without regard to
in-phase or antiphase coupling pattern of the analyzed m
plet and without needing of extra fitting procedures.
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